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AN4 OPENING THOUGHT

In a 1977 comment by Robert G. Marbut, fires- 6

ident of thellarte-Hanks Newspaper group, the
philosophy underlying this research was foundi*

".:.our changing society is havirig a dramatic
-influence on the informational needs of the
market place: The trend is toward greater
frAgnientation..:more specialization. The
homogeneous mass audien'ce of yesterday is giving
way to the heterogeneous audience of tomorrow...

-40

"Therefbre, in order to respond effedtively
'both the opportOnities and threats ivlicit in
this scenario,, the newspaper can no longer count
on the haphazard approach of yesterdgy. Instead,
a new approachls'required---the marketing appr'oach---'
in: which the needs of the'customers.become the
central concern."

_I"

ti

sI " . I

.

.

*QUotation'ieported in'Ernest F. Larkin,
Ge rald L, Grotta and Phillip Stout, "Thp 21-34
Year Old Market .and 'the Daily Newspaper,"_ANPA
News_Researr.h---Repor-t,___Na._3(igashington,_Di.G.I_
American Newspaper-Publishers Association, 1977),

gm
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I PREFACE

To study, describe and document changes in social values

is like trying to study the wind. We know it is there, but we

can't quite "see" it. 4e can document ts historical pattern,:

but when we are in the middle of the "storm," it is difficult. 4

to gain an accu rate perspective, p.hd next to impossible to

forecast. One sociological study be!..% with this insight:

"The hardest transitiri`to see is the one we are in. "1 Further,

once we think we have d some valuable insights into the

situation, the situation changes (the Wind shifts) and wemust

.begin our study over'again. .

Such is the predicament in which I founamyselells I Con-
..

ducted research bcir`this paper. The body Of literature (both /

quantitative and qualitative) in the aree.of values is large.

However, each author representing each discipline ;takes a different°

A

view of value change and hOW it affects his or- her pArticular field of

study. Psychologists view Chan gps in indivlau4a1 thought, ,soci.CaoL

gists view holistic shifts in social patterns,,, and 4nthrOpoloiists
c '

view the various cultural chapges. The battery of discipline-
. - ,

biased surveys and tests is enormous; their differences in results

1.g
are equally enormous.

1Harlan Cleveland and Thomaff W. Wilson, "Jrr Humangrowth:
An Essay on Growth, Values and the Quality of Life (Palo Alto, CA;
Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies, 1978), p. 1.

I
.
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As t began this-paper, I, too, began with a field bias.

'was searching fob shifts in social values that may be related

4

specifically to noticeable changes in the newspaper industri:

I scardhed. through d large body of literature and then chose the

research that best fit my objectives. Of course, the bias in-
,

, - herent in that approach is evident. Social change is neither .

static nor monolithic. It is compleX, changing and pervasive

among all aspects of society. To linkseveral dynamic social

variables to.several defined (but also dynamic) changes in the

.e7

newspaper industry is,, therefore, a dangerous proposcition.

However, it.is a challenging and an interesting one, sand one on

4. which this ,paper is baied;

4"-While there:seems t6 be strong evidence to support the

.conclusions I have drawn_in this paper,-the reader should be

aware that the'iisues are certainly more complex than I've pre-
.

sented here. Changes in any society, any industry, are almost'n.. ,. ,

certain to be linked to more than one cause.

restricted scop71 and length of
.

this paper in

effect relationships drawn within it provide

I' hope! enlightening perspective.

b

However, with the

mind, the cause-'

a definite, but
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some time now According to media researcher Gerald Grotta, the

INTRODUCTION

The newspaper industry has been facing difficulties for

r
al

two basic indicators of growth the daily'nevspaper'industyy---
.

advertisirig and circulation -- -have shown downward trends since

the 1950s.1' Grotta points out that from 1946 to 1950, newspaper,

,
advertising grew more than twice as rapidly as the Grosd Wational

Product (GNP). However, from 1960 to 1970, newspapei advertising

grew, only 50%. while GNP grew 94%. The same relative decline can

be seen in circulation. Alihough_from 192b to 1950, ndwspapgr

circulation. ,grew at it pouch faster7rate than populttion, after/19.50,
0 ,

I

the rate steadily slowed, and through the sixties, newspaper

circulation was unable to keep p with the growing number of

households.2 The problpms:continued,through the evens as

well, much to the'chagrin of an'already financially strapped

I'

-
1Gerald gotta, "Prosperous Neivspaper.Industry May be

Heading for Decline," Jocrnaltsm Quarterly 51 (Autumn 1974) :499:
Statistics.for advertising growth rates prior to 1946 were not

Thiven in Grotta's article, and I found no similar comparisdns
elsewhere.

arbict p. 49 .

+ 0 ..

6
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'industry.3 In addition, lengthy labor disputes and increases in'
. °

- the -costsebtpaper,and_equipment_added_significantly_ito the in.s.

%

dusetrz's diffiCulties.
L. . .

These problems did not go unnoticed: the decline in circula-

tion and advertising growth spurred much interest and concern\-- among many groups. When the downward trends first became obvious
,

during the sixties, newspaper owners and media researchers began t o

search for answers as to why these trends were taking place/sSome

blamed it on declining literacy rates. Others blamed the rising

popularity of television and fierce competition among media Thrill&

valuable4ime of their users4 Still others locked at m or e philosophical
A

questions. Was the print medium tdying with the development of elec=

tronic media? iaac the business practices of newspapers lagging

behind modern marketing and industry management techniques? Were

the changing needs of erican readers no longei'being met by the

I

,

I

3Fergus MerBordewich. "SUpermarketing the Newspaper,"
Columbia Journalism Review 16 (September/Cc-615er 1977):24; Ernest

V- Fflarkin, Gerap L. Grotta and Phillip Stout, "The 21-34 Year ,

Old Market and the Daily Newspaper," ANPANews Research Repoot,"
No. 1 (Washington, D.C.: American Newspaper Publishers Assn.),

. 1977, 1). 1; and Edwarfl. Harte, "Newspapers," Washington
Journalism Review 2,(January/Februv 1980):48: and other

.

.
publications, .

. t ,
.

0

4Bordewich, "Supeymarketing," 24. See alsb Melvin'L. DeFleur, "

Theories of Mass Communication (New-York: David May Co.), pp. 1-21,
for a history of the press and how it has been affected by other

-I media competition. For a discussion of media competition as well
as declining literacy 'Pates see also gnedt C. Hynds, Amdrican ,

-11 Newspapers in the 1970s (New Yorks Hastings House, 19757W. 17-24. .

//' 1 . 4

.._
.. , .. ..
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traditional content, format and structure of the Ameriban press?5

-,--------These-were_inies&Tuz7.1illg_questionss_and_if the _newspaper indus-
,

try Has to survive and grow, induttry leaders neededito find

answers to these questions and many others. To f ind these

answers, newspaper management turned to the field of market and

audience research. -,-

While, the 1950s and 1§60s fostered the ,beginnings of

readership researchin response to these, questions, and many surveys

were conducted durirfg this time,
6 thesesurveys were limited(in ,

)scope and purposer and were often conducted with the academic,

5The question of the dying print media was first popularized
td

in the sixties by Marshall Mcli:uhan, Understanding Media (New York:

-MtGraw-Hill01964). Although many media philosophers 'have taken an
interest in it from time to time since then, no significant con- . y.

olusiye evidence has been formulated to support the idea: HoWever,

a more recent argument by sociologist Richard Maisel links the
decline of print media to post-industrial social'change, "The Decline
of Mass Media," Public opinion Quarterly 34 (Spring 1973):159-170.

Questions regarding the business practices, management and
Marketing techniques of the newspaper industry were addressed fairly
early the decline trend by William.A. Mindak, "D6 Newspaper. Pub-
lishers Suffer from '. Marketing Myopia'?" Journalism Quarterly 4Q

(Autumn 1965):433-442. Prom 1964 to 1975, 1pwever, there seems to
be a paucity kn literature that discusses the) Mindak view. 'In 1975,

newspaper resempher Leo Bogart picked up on Mindak's studies and
sugge ted that grwspapers begin to become more market-oriented to
def' e and meet the,echanging needs of their readers. Other studies

shave since f614owed suit. .These are: Leo Bogart, liow the Challenge
. of T leyision, News Affects :the.Prosperity of Daily Newspapers,"

1P Journalism Quarterly 52 (Autumn 1975):403-410; Bordewich, "Supermar-
keting,1 24-30; and Philip Meyer, "In Dtfense of the Marketing
Approach," Columbia Journalism Review 17 (January/February 1978);

pp. 60-62.

6",Newspaper Readership Circulation," ANP4NewS Research
Report, No..3 (Washington, D.0 -American Newspaper Publishers
AssociatiOn, Nay g7, 1977) lis s over 469 research findings on
readership and circulation completed between 1950 and 1976.
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. . rather than the practitioner, inimind.7. In fact, the science of

. . ,
..

.

.

.

audience and market research particulp.rly
.

gearedto newspaper
.

t
. 9°

use 'and readership was not widely used Imr editors and publishers4*

eo

.

e,

until the'late 19763.8 C.A. (Pete) McKnight, Editor of the

Charlotte (Korth Carolinix) Observer and One of the early proponents

of editorial use of readership research explains:

Much in the early' readership research p tad to
probleis rather than ,solutions. ,There.w s no
practical emphasis for editors,. Also, much of it'
was published in academic journals, and the editors
just did not read academic journals...Research results
also needed to be explained itI,tei-ms the average editor
could understand.. Editors.simply were not geared for
reading and interpreting statistical data...They needed
to know how they could interpret the results for use
in their:own newspapers 9

But.in the late 70s, thingg.began. to change. With the

combined educational and.iniormational efforts of the American
7

Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA), the American S9ciety, of

Newspaper Editors (ASNE), the Newspappr Advertising Bureau (NAB),

and several other newspaper-oriented associations, newspaper editors

and publiAhers became increasingly aware of and interested in

newspaper readership and market research. 'In fact, during the

late 70i, mannewapaperfb4an to create marketing researc-7

7Jay G. Blumler, "Purposes of Mass Communicatio s Research:
A Transatlantic Perspective," Journalism Quarterl (Summer 1978);

Z19-230%---
.,1

8John Timberlake, "NRC Editorial Research_gpsition Paper,"
speech deliver'ed to the National Research Council, meeting Novebber
1979, pp. 1-4.

,.

9 Telephoneinterview 'With C.A. McKnight, Editor; Char lotte

Observer, March 10, 1981. Mr. McKnight'is also one of tho founders
of the ASNE's Newspaper Research Council.
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departments or positions that would not only serve as informatiOn.

sources for.potential Sdvertisdrs, but would also assist the

editorial departmenth in gaining insight into reader preferences;

lifestyles and reading habits.
10 In addition tO generating their

own research, Afewsplpets also were increasingly using consulting

firms that specialized in newspaper audience research. TritracNitYor

based firm of Yankelovich, Skelly and White, for example, reported

large increases in its business related to the newspaper industry

during the late 70s.11 Several flew researh agencies (3 Sigma and

Belden, for example) emerged

geared to newspapertoriented
0 .

during this decade, agencies especia.11y0_

research.
A

The implication of this availability of 'audience research to

neWppapers was signifidanta_ Editors no lonker had to rely merely on
1.
internal Market judgments and "9eat-of-the-pants" editing. They could

now use marketing research as a tool for managing their newspapers,

and in making,the day-to-day decisions aboi what shquld or 'should

not be included and/or emphasized in thei publications.

The reader should not be led to be ieve, howeVer, that thiS

change was a smooth one. The "marketing approach 'kr-the newt" was

b

N not accepted wholeheartedly by the newspaper industry. Many newspaper

professionals called it "GalluP'editing" and "news doctoripg." Editors

4,

feared that the preoccupation with the market and its perceived needs
1 0

7
10The trend toward using the marketing approach in the newspaper

industry ias traced in Donna R. DowneS, "Give 'Em What They Want or
Giye "Em, What They Need," a term research paper presented to Communi-
cations 515 students at California State Uniyersity, Fullerton,
California, April 1980.

,

11TelephoneJinterview with Al yesk, Yankplbvich, Skelly
e and White, Newport Sleach, California, March 5, 1981.

.
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would cause newspapers .to "lose sightatthelr_eonstitutiona1

function
------; - -

.
'felt that this reliance an the publib to determine what the§.

know''."2to ,tell the public 'what it needs to Others
4. , . .

. .

wanted*irtheir.fteWspaperp would re;ult:in "?...flashyStaphics,,
.. V

ciloPped-ut, news summaries, and fluffy entertainment in place of

solid information,abput,public affairs:..". 13"

I 1

4

1
5

Although the marketing approach has gained a gbod deal of .7

acceptance in the industry during the last few Years, tie debate

abowp its effects on the/traditional ethics of the news industry_
6 .

still exists: However, an increasing number of newspaper peo-'
.

."---

fessionals agree that,the'only,way newspapers will continu to

exist and to exist,prolikably is to develop a product
%

that meets 4

t .

the changing needs of its readers; and those changing meds must,,
\

..

be determined not only, by_internal newspaperjudgmentd, but by

A

sound research as; well.
40

4

loselprelated to this recent shift to newspaRet manage-

ment's reliance on readership data is the nature of,the data-
,

itself and the effect it has had on thetnewbpaper editorial

content. The qu&stions asked by the researchers 'were' grIa are

1

very.much,relhted to tracing value changes in America `and the' effects

these ,changes have had on the newspaper industry. The emphasi of

most of this research was and is to ,answer 'the -questions "Why - ,

`are, fewer people reading a newspaper today than ever before?" and,

"What can newspapers do to build their reiderphip?" The answer to

40

.

12Meyer, "Marketing Approach," Columbia Journalism Review, p. 00

13Ibid., p. 6D.

11 L



. .

these quOtions seems to lie in a broad - based *sociological and

value change that,has taken place in Amerfba-over the past few
.

14 i
. , ,

depdes. A.discussion.of this change and its effect on the

ne4spape-r industry form the central theme of 'this paper.

4., .

.
,..

..,
,

, Purpose of this Paper
.

..:
*

The purpose bf this paper is to trace the relationship
.

I :

, .

.

.

betwe4). changes in AMerican social, values over the last few c:

\
.

.

decades.and carious retpnt sifts in the editorial content, style

and management,of theAaily newgiiaper.

This study is qcploraory in nature and is part of a larger
.... .

. .
4.,

. , ..,

-
thesis-oriented research project that documentsa recent but

.

.
. , .

A

4
rapid, change in-newspaper management, content and marketing -- -

.

5 4 4

a change from .a traditional emphasis Ain internally determined:

management to an increasingly reader-oriented (externally determined)

newspaper management style (briefly described above as the "marketing

approach to the news").

( I

. Methods of Research

The data in and conclusions'fpom this study come/from

a. a

three sources. First, the documentation of value chinge in America
.

\. » r
IS based on a,review of several cross-disciplinary studies (both.,.

1r
.

quantitative' and qUalitativel that. ave been conducted from the

.1950s. to the preseA., 1- '

_14 17

Publishers
,.

its effect on

thenewspaperindustrymaSrbefoundinYankelovich,SkelITatid-
theniblicToward the

Newspaper Business---F ftrt 3," ANPA News-Res arch Repol-t. No. 2b

{Washington, D. C, : American I`ewspaper Association,

May 25, 1979).

.
r3 y 7r

Y2 . ,
4
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. deoond type' of source material Studied for this'

prod'egi was that related' to the changes in newspapeiSboth

.4
a

*ediforiallY tina maiagerialli during the laet:seve-.-c years.

Secondary sou/Ices such as books, scliblarly'artibles and.pr ofes-
.,

publications were used to ge:111! a broad perspective on the
s

01
ind.uArofttrends ,In addition, primary data in t$e form of internal

.. I
...

-newspaper ,research reports ancl newspaper promoti'cmaV ta, were

,

also-ned as they elatedt,to topic. Yoi-:example, at-those
11,

1

n6w*Spipers where the market csientation of newspaper manp:gempt

used ettensiyel?, internal research repoits Placed less emphasis
P"' I

, on pure demographics and more emphasis an lifestAe sl3rv4Ys and

psychotraphics. Also, the promotional material that a newsp4er
. , , fa 4

40

distributes often indicatetichow it,p,eiceiVesiits uniqueness
4 4

a-

,among other papers in the market awl how it caters to th needs of
. .

ie specific and nces. .These maters were,. most helpful in.
.

determining ph
...

.

in response'to
MO. : .

:;...
k- The t rd type of source material I used was'ile informatfpn,

. . i > ..t

hrough case studies conducted at four Los Angeleez. :

.
% ,-

arda np papersm the Los Angeles Times, be Lot* Bea bInder.iehdent
. .

.. jt; 1`,. 4, .

. PresstTelegram,the Resister, and the Herald Examindr-. .ixtewin
. .. , ..

. . -

personal interviews. were.condu4edlat the eAitorial and managemel

. m
4

loSophical changes among editors and publisher

--..)

perceived sociological changes.
r. t.'

4

IV

*

I ticeived

144.

levels. Fpm these interviews,.t gained a piacticarperspectiVe.

about the dayrtO-day manageMbnt and etAaprial decidien.making
-r .

procedur2s, and how editors and manager6 ierceive their community's

sgoiil change and
) their newsp4ter's response to those changes'.

t I -

1110, 1.3

.

4 4

1 4

I*
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CHANGING AMERICAN 'VALUES

. The Definitioir

IS

. 4

Sociologist and psycholog ist Milton Rokeach has studied
,c

.

the nature of human valties and value change for more than
41%

.

twenty years, performing empirical statistical studies .an

American society from 1950 to the present. .He definis a value as:
.

.
.

...an endurinebeliefdthat.a specific411o"de of conduct or
end-state of existence is personally or, socially preferable
to an oppop4te or converse mode of conductor end-stitetof
existence. 13 , -

5
. .

4 .

. In other words, values are the badis for our attitudes, beliefs
,

andrbehairiors,. The key part of Rokeach's definition is his

link between values and behavior, a link which other researehers

make .as gel?... Sociologist K 4 iaier, fOr example, says, that

'17 defidrt'a valuelin this -, 4 ...it becomes a iSestation4Pi ...k.,_ . ,

of behavior and, as such, 'observable and. measurabl .."16 Sitch is
. '

..° '
t thephilOsoPh5er'on which modern market research is based. If one

.

can measure theopbservable behavior of individuals,' then one, can
_ , , . ,

. draw som possible conclusions aboutvalues.' Of course, the
,

1 .

.

_ rereAtsts also accepted. If one can,document the values OT a
. ..,

4 .

. it ,.

.

illi 15Milt-on Roke4h, The Natuiv of Human Values (New York:

1
4

.

.

The Free Press, 19M, p..5...
.

.

.

. ,

- _- 16., __..4ur Baier and Nicholas Rescher, Eds., Values and the
Future (Hey/Yorks The Free Press, 1969), p. 5

,

.,
.--e...

. 9.

ti



k

particular ,groups then Onercanalso draw some ixissible inferences
.

.

.about past, present
.

and perhaps future beHavior. Whethdr this
. .

.

premise is valid or not is not explored in this study. However; it

is the premise upon which meitdting eethearchers,and newspaper

manaters base many decisiond, and therefore, it is central .to_:t,his

paper.
,1

Inner-Directed, Other-Directed and

Self-Directed

Twenty-years ago, sociologist David Riesman identified a
q

subtle, but rapid change taking place in American society. }(e

, r termed it a change from the "inner-directed" (valuing self-

reliance primary groups, minima structure) to the society of the
r a.

"other - directed" (valuiAg peer gtoups,dsocial apprOyal, and flexible

While many factors figured in this change of value

,RiesmartAttribw6s much ,of this changd46:Cthe grbwth
(4.

:values).
17-

brientation

of mass medialin'this country.
18 .

Although Riedman was mainly_describing a chandthat had

taken place during the fifties (which he traced to the beginnings-.
. ,

,.
of television), his work remained definitive throughout the sixties

and early seventies as lociologists and philosophers used his

reasoning to explaih the seeming identity crisis, the

' . 17David Aiesman,'et.al. The Lone]y ,(New Haven:

Yale University Press 1: Abridged Edition, 1961), pp. 11-22.

ol

. Ibid., Preface and pages
/

s 83-108.

606

.
6
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.lack of about ya/v4s, qnd feelings Of alienation and
,... , .

---, . 1 n
,"apathy that characterized. that period.'7

The rapid clevelopmellt and availabilitiof mass media in,

. .
4./

this. country from 1900 to 196p, iocotdineto Iiiesman) changed our

culture from inner-directed to 'oth4eTdirected. -In only a few

.t

decades, Ameriq was not only able to communicate and share values

'fiationwide-and worldwide, but emph individual bedame a part of a

-

.
.. ,

. ,

"global pedr grolip." He could briiiewhis scope by attending to

the miss media to learn what "othellievalued and thought'. Localized
... . 1. c -

.

. .
.

. influen6es and personal contAtions, says RiedmAn, became secondary
.

4 .

to "other-diieqtedness." Not only did this change foster a desire
4

t.

s.

to fit 'in, to conform; but it alsb fostered a sense of nbimIessness,
. . , -,

. - as ouridentities and vallies:shifted from one TiOnrio anothff4

tf

dependent upon the current s0.tuation or'influende. This lacleof d,
.
cqherent, stable set of,indiOdual identities and values, Riesmanw k.
concludes, caused,eep.anxiety and confusion 'in individuals. ._

Trr their strtggle between their desire to establish an autonomous
.

. , .
.., ....

self-identity, and the social necessity, to conform $o an unidentifiable
7 t

, mass, they experionbedAO oftly allenatiort_frddihemselves, but

. .
also from the'societz aroana, f.

.Since man could, not easily achieve a neutralization of "the,

4 :

anxietie's (and perhaps, apisasure

. .

.. of rebellion during the 'Sixties

'y-1 ' *

et m.

4 19
-;.

-Othert'studi,es that supported Riesman's view are contained ,-,

_kin the following apthologles; Eric pnd Mary Josephson,.Eds.; Man

Alone: Alienation in Modern Society (New Yorks, Dell Publishing

Co.,N
1962); Edward Quinn And-Paul J. Dolan, Eds., The Sense of the

60s (New York, The Pred%Presb, 190)4 And Abraham kaRlan,

Taviduality4hnd the New Society Weattles University, of WashIngton

ress, 1970). In additiont%Margaret Mewl also discusses this trend

//--in Culture and Comm/tient 1New York: Doubleday & Co. 97

0

Or V

.1

.

..,1..,..
5.. -

Lonely, Crowd, pp. 239u259.,.
. -

1.6.
. ,
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was an attempt at fits neutralizatibn ), he turned inward to a

%
self- oriented envAronment.

21 Since, he could not achieve,/harmony..

with and a sense of personal identity in social structure,

then his answer was to seek self-awareness, elf satisfaction and

V, " ,

1.

7

sty-actualization. Beyond-hit own world, it seemed, man was'

powerless in an increasingly complex society.

4......,/
,

.

.1 The Self-Oriented Society
- .

. .

,
r
In 1966, the-Rand COrporhtion gave statistical oonfiAmation

1

of the trend toward self-oriented valuei fitst described by Riesman.

In a limited, but irk- depth, study conducted for its "Futures

ti

Resebh" grigup, Rand polled seventy-five of the natioossceading

technologists, social poientpts and futuriats to determine what'

they thought wo41d.,be.the emphasis 'of hudan values during the next
.s

three decades. The responses showed a distinct projected trend

toward "selfish". values 7( one's own pleasure . physical yiell being
,

. .

and comfort, economic security, convenience, leisure and lf-
. . ,

fulfillment) 22

A few yars later.; the research ,firm of Yankelovichkelly
\\

and White (Yarikeloliich), machmore qxterisive-trend stfly

of value change tit would confirm the Rand Corporation findings.

From 1970 to 1978, Yankploviah conducted in-depth personal interviews
't

A. %00% 6
6 a.

ViThiS conbept is insightfully described by William GlasseA
. M.D.,. The Identity Society (New York: Harper & Row, 1971). A 1. 1 '

more recent recapitulation of the trend to a self - 'oriented society

was offered by James R. Peterson, ."Tomorrowis. OppPrtunity: Me or

We?" USA Today, March. 19§0i pp.,29-30.

g?Baier and Reacher, Values and the Future, pp. 133-136

4
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4

with 2,500 persons, 16 years and older, to identifyl,\ measure and

track social change in America and to determine its impact ari.busineas
4' "

and m#rketing. To gather datS. from 1950 to 1970, they Osed.a Com- '

bination of two research methods: 1) analyzing and synthesizing

various polls and other data gathered du ring that time period; 2) re-

viewing business, psychological and social science literature to

. - ".)

determine various trends and cdmparing these trends' with present

indications. The most significant finding which emerged.from their

.work was a marked shift from adherence to what.they called "traditional

values" to modern or "new" vales.23 /
.

411

The Yankelovich"Itudy points out that historically, the values,

lifestyles and overall attitudes in the United States involved a

commitment 'to traditional goals and means. T goal consisted of

the desire for sUCess, upward mobility and adhiAment. The means

to the goal involved the Puritan or work ethic ideal, with the

following elements: 2 4" 4

. ;

` .Self:denial---Sacrificing, one's own needs for the sake
et of-the future, the'sake of -the family.

Conformity ---The need to "fit in";..to be like other people.
_ .

The commitment to hard work---as a itirtue in its own right.
it

) Materialism-,--to demonstrate.upward mobility t ough tangible
. , 1

. material possessions. . .,.

./ k
. :'

. ..

Over the past few decades a, number of factors began to alter these
. ,.

value systems (including gfluence, educational attainment, new
r'a

-5

vir

.4?Oata ball.and research methods explanation taken from a
cotporate descriptive brochure entitled "The YarikeloviOft Monitor,"
which includes a technical "description of the survey technique, and
.an ifdex to the 'various, trenda measured (*published in 1980).

4 .2 4Yankelovich, Skelly, and White, Inc. "Tracking the Attitudes
of the 'Public 'Toward the Newsilaper ANPA News
Research Report No. 3, p: 2. .-

Nor
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I 14.
approaches to child rearing) etc.),so that in place of tradi.:

tioHaI upward mobility and work ethic ideals, Americans have em-
. ,

,braced lew social values:
-

Self-fulfillmeni7--the desire to .get more out of life -than
money; to learn who one is; to acquird a sense ofmeaning.

25

Seif-fratification to place an eiphasis on the individual,
even lf at the expense of others.

No '4,1,
. . *

Self - expression -- -to demonstrate individuality. ,
...

When viewed in terms

quite pervasive. While ,in

adopted new values; by the

of percentages, the change seems

19.50, just under half the country had

midi-1970g, the proportion had gro*n to

close to 60%. By the end of ,the seventies, Yankelovich reports,
. .

more than 80% of..the population had accepted the new values to
26

some extent..

The Implications of this Value Change
for the Newspaper Industry

Sunnarizing,this social change over the years, marketing

dxpert Herbert D. Maneloveg sees important links between the new

self-centered values and the styles by which people choose and ,

buy their products and services: ; . '

...After.World War II, only 35 years ago, we faced a
shortage - driented public, still mentally wedded to mutual,
cooperation and togetherness brought on by conflict, all
our people eager to purchase any product we, placed the
marketplace. Almost every product,apd service skid; and with
the population boom there appeared to be an eVeia.increasing
demand for whatever "good". goods we could, produce!..This went
on for 15-20 years. 4'

Init after a, period of :time the pice of buying slowed.
Mental and economic pressures of world and d4m9stic

26I bid

p. 2.
a. , % ,

A9
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Conflict shifted the attitudes of our public. Dan
Yankelovich calls £t the Age of the Individual; Tom

? Nola' labels itthe "Me Generation." But whatever the
name, our nation became less homogenous 5i27 more splintered,
sell:centered...our publics were beginning to march to A
individual drummers. 47 ,- ,

'. . _ A Wa
4

As a result, says Maneloveg, consumption of all. products

: :

has been affacted,fincluding m s media. The seventies saw

the profitable rise of speeia interest (self- oriented) magazines a
-,-.

.

which appealed to an increasingly fragmented market. Newspapers,

so long a thriving information industry, suffered from their

neglect to'change their broad,. sweeping content to more specialized
. ,

fare that fit the needs of each of their lOcal publics. To meet,

these'needs, newspapers first had to find out who were their
-

publics and what.were their needs? "Where'commUnications once

led Smphasis author'g the public, our new publics (again plural)

are now starting to lead commyricationel8

Media researchet Gerald Grotta defined itliis wayi

If the newspaper is to survive in the-decades ahead, it must
do so on the basis of offering the consumer a product which
fulfills-the reeds pf the consumer. And, again, this requires
the industry to define its product in terms of the consumer.
yhe newspaper industry must finally begin tqfladopt a consumer-
oriented marketing approachtto its product.

To aid'newspapers in Otermining how they could best tailor

their productsto meet the Changing needs of their markets;

'

Yankelovich included'sevetal
..

Characteristics of the new media

.
. . a I

27 a
> I'

Herwar, D. Maneloveg, "Marketing - - -and All Society Affected,

,
by Media Changes," Advertising Age, November

*
13, 1980, p.56.

i .

: 2lbsid.,1). 56:

29.
Grotta, "Prosperous' Newspaper Industry..: Decline,"

Jeurnalism QuarterlY, p. 502. ,
.

. 20



users which they could take ",into consideration. furthbi, they lb

provided suggestions for tailoring the content of newspapers

in accordance with these changes."

first, they cited an increaped focus on self. which looks

not at how "I" might fit into the world on broad scope,but

,rather how "I" may function in To: own local environment, and with

my own interests. The Yankelovich research.turther supports

this trend withse few interesting statistics: a

- -Half the country manifests strong concern about its
physical appearance.

--A third of the country is committed to self - fulfillment
as a dominant life goal; these consumers tend to bespar-
ticularly committed to newspapers over other forms of media.

- -Self expression values have grown, in aggregate*by about'
10% a year since the early 1970d.

Second, they see-an increasing-trehd toward instant (and

often vicarious) gratification needs. The traditional work
I

ethic value system placed an emphasis on hard work ant direct

//experience., Somehow this effort gave the activity o product
. . I

.1
I

additional worth. The old value orientation was rep ed' by

instant gratification needs---the desire for the quick, simple,and
.

#

easy. YankeloVich cited a few examples:'
. .

--Consumer nvolvement in-hobbies amend crofts such as
needlepoint as teen in the direction of "kits" /rather
than from "s retch."

--Attitudes toward newspaper reading havp shifted from'
previous willingness to "work hard" at reading toward new
emphasis on "easy to read."

--Somewhere between half and two - thirds /of the country
. looks for "instant" culture---i.e., the desire to be .

/. l

3q2he following examples are taken from Yankehovich, Skelly
and White, Ina., "Tracking the Attitudes.,." ANPA.News Research
Report, No. 20, may 25, 1979, pp./2-4.

, / 21,
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.
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cultured and sophisticated without working at it, by
"knowing ", the right words or phrases or by making a
'purchase. 4

--Habits of using electronic news media have increased
because they provide "instant" news with a modicum of
effort.

- -At the same time, the ability to find "instantly'*
what is contained in a newspaper through indices,
.content tablesodigests, etc.., is a real consumer
benefit.

. The third area of change identified

afQ.uent and better educated society that

sophisticated and 'tin" with a small amount of effort expended

te.

J

by Yankelovich is an increasingly

has a desire to. be

to reach that goal. They want to be

invoivedI:they like to experiment in

informed, ;,
}

not necessarily

various ar (e.g. travel,

magazine reading, foods, etc.) to gain sophistication and awareness,*

IAA they are not
. .

of these areas.

necessarily long -time devotees or experts-in any
.

They cite the f011owing statistical examples Of this%

the country feels that knowing about wines and ,

restaurants is a sign of cultivation.. -.

. --Nearly the same number fael'that being well traveled
i$ also a sign of cultivatidds over six out oftenderive status
from being went-traveled.

--Knowing about gdurmet foods, foreign dishes, etc., is con-
sidered a signal of cultiva 'tion for roughly a thiid of the
population.

--Familiarity with designers as a measure of sophistication
and "culture" is impoitant to ,ore out of fii!s.

The fourth area of change which they discuss, and a Category'

quite closely related to the need for instant gratification men-
.

tioned earlier, is the increfteing constraints on time in our

society,

... Simply put, the demand for leisure 1s basic to the new
__social values, but it is being challenged by other demands on

tha individuals time---such as ongoing, home-linked gores and
responSibiiities. . This dilemma has been exacerbated by "the

.22 -
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large proportion of vfomen entering the labor force%.re-
suiting in a rise in o-earner families...for whom what was
leisure time is being encroacheld upon by necessary tasks
and chores.

Among the consumer solutions to growing ,time constraints

are the fol4owing, reports Yankelovich: continued interest in

shortcut and convenience methods of all tries; discontinuation of

certain household chores an responsibilities: and a'willingness

substitute money for time wiliingnes to pay more at a

convenience store.

The last category of change mentioned by the Yankelovich

report is an increased interest in escapism.

While the desire for self-fulfillment has beeria b'asic goal
of the new social values, there is evidence that this,goal
is proving to be an elu.Vive one for significant proportions
of the population...self-fulfillment is less than easily
found. As the disenchantment with self-fulfillment grows,
escapism---fun, hedonism, pursuits that "turn off" the mind---
is likely to result.

Yankelovich observed that efforts on the part of newspapers

to provide "escape" and mighty' take the fdrm

of increased coverage of leisure, crafts, hobbies, cookIng,

travel, entertainment, and feature- oriented material. Further-

milre, the emphasis on Personal gratification from mass media should

result in an increased *reference for local news over national and._

international. .(Their statistics bore this fact out, reporting'
.

that 82% of respondents thought local news was of Most.interest

when reading a newspaper: significantly fewer ,people chose national

and international news.)
a

Yankelovich concluded, like other researche'rs mentioned

above, that "there is no such thing as the typical reader." The

23
--1
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fragmented, personalized Character of lifestyles is-/also reflected

/
in news reading Patterns. One study supports tee Yankelovich

4

,
findings with the following statements ---

. .
...personal needs are much pore important an traditio;J.

, , * , _ . -

demographic factors, ex6iPt age 0n predi6ting and explain-
;

.
ing neWspap4r.andftelevision .use...newspapers may not be
living up tolpeoide's eApectatiohs in .providing infoimation
which can bqwse4 to have influence on things.and

4,
to plan .

,their days. % ,
. .

In conclusion, then, these studies suggest severa l changes
.

.

that need to IA made in newspapers in order to meet the changi4,
,

fragmented needs of their audiences.
32

First, the complexities

of today's world have mad e_local news more important to.readers,

who azt,..the same time, expect newspapers to do more explaining and

analyzing of world events on a personal basis. hey not only want

to ,be able to cope more effectively with their immediate environ-

mentd,,but they also desire tp know how the world situation affects

them personally. Second, readers want the` ewspapers'to sort out

information and to organize it in time-saving ways, including new

summaries, good indexes,- mini - reviews, standardized grouping of

content, anchored featuree'and departmerp, Sectionalization, and

regionalization of content. Althaugh readei-s still prefer a good

deal of hard news, they find features easier.to read because of the

more personal writing style and strongsr self-interest content.

1.

. .
.

.

31Davidt. Weaver, G. CleVeland Wilhoit, and Paul Riede,
"Personal Needs and Media Use," 'ANPA News Research Report, No. 21

. (Washington, D.G.1 American Newspaper Publishers Association,
'July, 20, 1979)e 10,7. .

.
,

''.

32In addition to the Yankelovich ANPA report cited earlier,_
a summary of newspaper chnges suggested, from that study was re-

viewed in Lenora Williamdon, "Study suggsts readers want
papers,". Editor & Publisher, May 5, 1979, p. 15.

A
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In addition, readers see o want a more personalized journalism JP

.. stories about people to whom they can relato---stories about

4.

people like thet.

4 These suggestions do not relate to content alone, but

also to,the management and marketing s les of newspapers. For .&

example, while newspapers may be kept rrent on changing social

values nationwide through studies
.

suc as the one .conflicted bk.

Yankelovich, they must also'be able yo monitor thu-unique needs

of the individual communities which they serve. iTo do this, they'

need daccess'to the latest, research either through consul-
.

tation services, or thrDagnihe d velopment of internal, autonimoue%

research, departients. Further, e use of research data must.

become "second nature" slot only o the market researcher, but to,

editors and publishers as well.

The promotion of newspa ers,must increasingly be geired.to

special, interests, concentrit g on how the newspaper can meet the

needs of the specific audiences it serves, rather than treating

the audiences as one homogeneous mass.N.
With all of these suggestions for change well researched.N.

and documented, the question that remains to be answered is "limit

has the newspaper changed t9 meet /the needs of its, changing

audiences?" The next section of this paper is devoted to answering

that question through the case siudy analysis of f9ur Los Angeles-

area newspapers. Much of the material in the next section is. based

on personal interviews with editorial and management personnel at

each of the newspapers. In addition, somu,data was gathered by
r

reviewing secondary sources such as professional magazines, as
4 4 t

%d

well as primary sources suC4 ad'., orgknizational literature and

promotional piedes. ;
. --...

25
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CHANGING AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS
,

Time is of the Essence

One of the most frequent reasons given by the public for -

not reading a newspaper/ is,the readers' "lack of time."
33 In

0.

in'increasing4 complsx society wheie tize_pressures,anforcfilo

'

certain lffestyleaeople.are searching reit...the easy -to -use,

"instant gratifications" convenient; t.me- paving prOducts. The
4a,

, newspaper, until very redently, has, not beenlEhe of them,

LN,As.Jim Bellows, 'Editor of th*e Los Angeles Herald Examiner states,

0

S.

It takes effort to reada newspaper, to' read anything for
that matter. It takes time.../We, at the Herald 'Examiner,
know our readers' time is valuable, and we want to produce
a newspaper that'Will'help them save time..-r7

^
Prior to Bellows' joining the.HeralA.Ehniner in :early 1978,

. the newsiaper was "bold, black and confusiniec Th2ptable.of
,

....r. contents box contained thee' of features, columns, and sections'
r..,,,, l'' ii

. . I. . *
%

mixed together., ,There was no4ihdication,on. the front page of
.

. ,

what the readerMigAt expect to find inside the newspaper, and the
?

.sections were blurred tgother without any particular graphic or
p

editorial identity.35

*.

Paula MA Poindexter', 'Ton-Readers: Why They ,Don't Read,"
ANPA News Research Report,4No. ,9 (Washington, D.C. : American
Newspaper publishers.Association, January 5, 1978), p. 2.

% .

.
Interview with Jim Bellows, Editor, Herald Examiner, March 18.,

1980. . -

0

I

1i

j
35 -

Interview_with 115y..-taxlore, Manager, Promoti ,pn and Circula-
tion,tion, Herald EXaMiner, March t8, 1980.

44k
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DurinOellows' first yeariat the Herald Examiner, extensive
. ,

than es took place which not onlyrincludeA, the graphic'redepigri*of
. . . .

. - .,
,-

the newspape, but ite utility as well. The fable of contemns bo;
, .

, ,..,

-1-, . u 0, . ;- ,
.

an'the froilt page Inas sectionalized and standardized-so that
..

, . . .

readers could identify content with various sections on a, continuing
, > . 4 ,

1

basis. Section headings became boldei. and easier to .rind, and ,(

news briefs began to appear ,under the labels "World, Nationdl and
a

Area." FurtheA, briefs or headlines began to appear'rcomplete

with graphics)ron the froAt'page to attiact readers to the tonpnts

inside. ,About .these ohanges,'Bellowe.itates:

The American,newspaper is` often a do-it-yourself job. The
readbr is presented not. i a newspaper, but with the raiz
material of a newspaper he has to construct for hiivi
self. He often doesn't h ie./the time, the skill, or the de-
sire to do it. We set up a number of "boutiques" thriughout.
the Htrald Examiner ifor lifferent news rto help the reader, and
different days of the we 'labeling our softwake news. We
cut back editions and set up an.d.derly.flow of news in and
out of the AM and.PM editions. We also .qandardized our make-up
with a new, more orderly graphic design. N

The Register and the Long Beach Independent Press-Telegram

(IPT) followed suit', the changes taking place in 1978
C

%me.
_

for the RegiStenand'early 1979 for the IPT%, Both papers, for
. . .

eiamitel., aaded.featIre briefs 011494-front page, and both dis-I...
played their tables of conteAt6 more prominently, although no '

t ,

.

_attempt wasamadegto further categorize thetors The ReA s'ter began

running ewstiiefs on page" two, and attempted to -sectionalize

0
A

.at Phie a psilon meeting, Los Angeles, California, November
Bellows, "Update on Herald Examiners'? Speech given

ll

' 20, '1979.. r

#(7

.
>
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the newspaper :into distinct editorial parts, 4though that effort
r 4

has not yet. been completed. According the Market Research

Manager Dave Ross,

We now have Section A; the Metro Section, Sports and
Classified, with Special sections (like Weekend Life)
coming out on different days. The Epst of the content-is
'still Buried in the sections. But Tythink we've come a
long way over tilt last few years in making our newspapey
easier to read..7(

.

If convenience can be measured by the ability '0, easily
.

locate information of interest to oneself, then the Times is

a prime example. SaysDirectoi of Promotion, Gordon Phillips,

The Times is the'ily newspaper in the country---maybe
even the world---to have eight separate sections in a
newspaper, daily.' It's gototo be the ultimate in coo-
venience foi our readers..")°

But in its effort to provide many sections, the Times

also became somewhat bulky. ,The IPT respoilded with a promotional

campaign---"All you need, easy to readnir--to.pcsition itself

against the Times as a smaller, but thorough and more con-

venient gaper..

The utility of this secti6nalization is not just the-

time-saving eature, however, but the specialization of content

as well.

1;The Sggmented, Self-Oriented Audience

Gearing con-brit to fit each'specialifed market seems to

bi the strong suit of the Times., Even' its promotions stress
Y41

-00

V

ci

- 3/Interview with Dave Ross, Directory Market Researich, Orange Co.n

1 ,:Register/ March 2611900.
.

.

4 s 6------:
Ititerview with dordon4iRhillips Directb Promotion and

le' ,Public Relations, Los Angeles Times, March 80. 1

O 4
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this fact: "When you pick, up the Times, you pick up the world..
. . . . . ,

Your world-- -Ws all in theATimes. These promotionseusually

show an individual turning to one particular section in the

. .
newspaper -- =the. one -that fulfills his or her specific needsv.

,I ,

In the Times, the readers 4ave-their choice of eight daily

sections. 39.

This last summer, the Times expanded its Business and .

Real Estate sections in response to market surveys that indi-

cated a tremendous interest jai these Subjects in the Los Angeles

40
In addition, a few years ago, the Times greatly expanded

its Calendar Section to attract a more you,ful reader, one who
.

is particularly intersted in entertainment and leisure actimAties.

While its circulation has increased, according to4Sail Hyland,

no major "effectiveness" study has yet been conducted to determine

if, indeed, there has been an increase in Ms circulation among

younger people particularly as a result of this expanded entertain-

nt-ooverag
41

.

Also feeling the need to cater more specifically to the

ends cf individualsOhe.IPT conducted a lengthy study (including

lifestyle and psychographiil data) in 1978, and as a result, it

'created several new sections and expanded some existing editorial
/ .

material. Editor Larry Allison says,

39The
eight=aaily secticns are: Section 1 (International,

al and local news): Sectjeon 2 (Metro, regional news); Section
Mews Features)) Section,4 Sports); Section 5 (015inion); Section

6 (View); Seoton 7.(Classified)t and Section-8 (Business).

IP)Intervieli with Gail Hyland, Sul)ervisorol Ad Sales Pre-
,

sentation and Research, Los AngelesTimes, March 24, 1980.

41_
bid. . \

Yx36'
.
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in local news was met with the .cmation--cf-the-Neighbors-seotiorky

which will be discusiied a little later in this section. While

the IPT was expanding Its contents and sections quite rapidly, it

r
,r,25r,

rr

There were esIllts from /that survey that none of us would
have ever essed.' for example, there was a hell of a lot of
interest

Auid_ home- turnishin
gardening% t think that axle s p ised me the most.

Next was home_repair d,of-courser
we had eVeral people respond that our newspaper simply did
ndt-Vrilit enough news- geared to th)ir local interests. Oh...
and there was another one. Health. The audience was very
concerned about health. We "OW heed of the results because
they were so significant. '2 \ ..

(
., .

, .....,-

SAFtIy after the, survey:, the 21 created its Home Sections,

containing expdnded ndlos .oh garden14 and health (from one column
.

to three). In Addition,. the "Weekend Section was created to appeal
,N

to a more yOuthfulrbader. 'The respon'se to an .increased interest

wanted to be sure to retain its "local"
. ,

Angeles Times and to.stress differenCes
.

the changes both papers' were making.

'"All.you need...eask t d," not only focused#on the new section-

positioning over the Los

rather than similarities in

Their promotional campaign,

alized and tocarita-covera (discus-ted-supraI, but at the same

time took a"backhand slap at the Tile's bulkiness and broader coverage.

.

The Register found its 1978 market survey that its cpver-

44age of local neWS'was one of its strong, points. according to

John O'Dell, former Metro Editor, "Our metro section has really

.expanded over the lgrst two years. Befo ?e that, we colered city

/

news Lanta An i7 on4: Now we cover a lot more in that section.
l

4-

4.21
nterview wl:th Larry Allison, Editor, Long Beach Independent

dress- Telegram, December 8, 1980'.
. ,

lid
Beach independent Press -Zelegram. December 8, 1980.

interview with Dave ROBB, March 26; 1980. r a

rnterview with KathrBe d Director of Promotions, Long

r

r.
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And, we'rerthe anp paper in 'the area that covers Orange

County in
.
depth." 45 In additioh to the e4ansion of the Metro

Section, the:Rekrateralio slew a need' to attract younger readers
r .

4 -.I _

and met that need by establish s its Friday section, Weeken'eLife,

a section gea4ed to/an audien that is youngE(18-35), somewhat.
. .

affluent..,, and interested in entertainment, leisure activities,
[

. . 6
and stereo equipment.

4
. ., ,

. . .. .

Closely linked td this increase in specialized news is

a trend toward regionalidation that has been displayed by both

the Times and thk In. In an effort'to "localise" the newg and _

. .

segments a targe portion of its audience, the Timesrcreated its

Orange County edition in 1968. In 1979, further expanding

its localizing efforts, i-e made a multi-Million dollar in-

vestment in a San ,Diego edition, and-plansofire crrent15'r under way
.

.

to establish a plant in the San Fernando yalley.
47

In addition,

a recent Newsweek article claims that the Times is also sponsoring

a major circulation push in the San Gabriel Valley, poue trly-with

the hope of tingling suppprtItfor a future regional edition there. 48

Although on ana much smaller scale*th the Times, the IPT-
.)

halals() made some major inroads into tie regionalization of its

newspaper. Serving eighteen different communities in Los Angeles 4
Se y.

March
erview with John O'Dell, Editor,

26, 1980. (often is now with the Los

Interview with-Dave Ross, March 26,

. 47
"Fat"Fat Times in Lbs

.

Angeles," Newsweek, Aptember 22, 1980,
Y p. jl

1'
48

ti' .

..

Ibid., p. 51. .

Metro Desk, Register,
Angeles Times.)

I 1980.

wt.
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and West Orange Counties, the IPT faced a good deal of criticism

from its

read the

`mined .to

'readers regarding . localized coverage. "When we

results of the market reimatch survey, we'were deter-
_

make some- changes. That's when we created 'Neighbors,'"

49
says Allison,
n<

I

The eighteen communities were divided into five relatively

homogenous 'regions, and special editionswere designed as inserts

for those regions. Although Allison feels the Neighbors exieriment

h.as been successful because of increased circulation and advertising

in those areas, the paper has its eye on the possibility of full re-

gionalization,
.*

with special daily editions of

All fi4e regions, "Hawoher," says Allison; "

and time consumj.hg, so I imagine we won't see

Sophistication and the

Need to Be "In"

the paper geared for

the change would be costly

it in the near-future." 56
1

Although each of the papers studied had several responses

that would fit into this category, none was quite as defined as
ea

the Herald Examiner's. in describing change/ in his paper, Bellows said,
a

"We Are doing all thid in an attempt to makeithe Herald Examine34
\I ... ,.

over -into an exciting, easy-to-read, helpful peer, targeted ..) '

atounger singles and marrieds that have m&ey,and are buying
, .

'things.
n51

In an effort to reach, this'audiences the paper did

'?Interview with ferry Allisony Dedember) 8, 19801.

5abid, 4
4

51
I.

Jim Bellows, "Update on Herald Examiner."

. 3?
,

I
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several, things. Fiist, it r

it a daily theme that w

ovatedlits Style Section, giving'

ld oriented.to ybunger, exreer-

'minded individuals. .Monday was designated "Woman, ". Tuesday '

"Culture," Wednesday

"Movies, " Saturday

"Home," Thuesday "Fashion," Friday

r
television" and Sunday "Sound." "The

sections were designed," says Bellows, "to help our readers copes,

'nth the world around them. Our value is to shouldqr some of

the complicati on foll, gur readers." 52

Part of the growing desire for sophistication and cachet
!

is the desire to be;knbWledgeable about opinion leaders. Responding

to this desire, Bellows ins tituted
,

oriented' column that gossips about

claims that his PageTwo format is

the lover. 53 '

.

(Page Two," an entertainment-

people in the news. Bellows`

one of the most popult items

Clearly Ipealing to sophistication needs, the'Times has
f

dipanded_its travel, home Ind food coverage, cunning monthly
I

features (in great length, at times) about good wines, gourmet

'flood, luxury and/or budget 'ravel, and tome.deCOrating.
54

In 1979, the Regis:ter.
at

"sophisticated" appeal. 'It

took 'a large step

$
rchf!sed the New

1...) I 4 .
SeiVice, and wisely publicized thefact.that

to increase its
/

York Times Newspt

it had hired

"the best reporters' andieditors, oolumnists 'and writers the Mu

York Times had to often:64;114 the jthns wire to its
II

"'

! ,52
43.:m BelloWs,c.flUpplefte on'Herala Examirier.t",J

with Jim &news, March 18, 1980:

with ardan"Phillips, March.24, 1980.

53Int ervie

54inferview
1

..
3;,-;

_ .
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--alxeady.abundant resources, the Register increased the breadth,

depth, erudition,, insight, wit and. style of its world and natiopal

news and ccuarntanr."55,

The IPT discovered in quite a different way the desire for

sophistication and inclusion that its readers manifested. Promotion

Director Kathy Berry tells this amusing story:*

agency a few years ago to come up with a slogan

"We hired an advertising"

that,euldberillustra-

ted by real IPT readers holding a copy of the newspaper. What a

mistake!" The slogan itselg Was okay, but when the pictures of

IPT readers and the eldgan were combined,,it 'was embarrassing. "The

agency had coined the shianl 'I '.get everything I need from the

Independent Press - Telegram -- -and When the photographe;s went

to photograph 'real IPT readers,' they found elderly folks, Actory

workers, and waitresses reading thepaper--rpeople who work or live

downtown near the plant. They also found a few derelicts reading the

.
,paper." They snapped "the real thing." When photos az slogan were

combined, thg result was not successful. People complained
.

about being
.

included with "those people4' as representative of IPT readers, and they
, -/

pointed out the stxpl.undertones of the Mogan when combined with the
A

smiling faces of the readers. "The campaign was a disaster," said

Berry.. "People just didn't want to te assciciatelt- th the type of erso4

they saw reading the DMrevel when they were the ones in
S

They would rather have been pictured in ties and suits and cdrry

their-brieqases.".56 Te promotion was .short-lived, and the IEL

turned to other campaignii that pictured its readers in a more
,4

"favorable" light.

t
3 4

oon

554uote taken from promotional li erature, Register
.

. $ -.
..

.

,

.

56Interview with Kathy Berry, Pt otron Director, Long Beach
Independent t Press-Telegram, December 8, 1980.

e. N.
.
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In keeping with readers' desires to be sophisticated and '

in," thb Newspaper Advertising Bureau recently released its
,...

series of new promotionalAds which specifically capitalize on
. . . . .

this ;idea. 'Readers are.advised to "Bu;z Off," and "Wise Up.1"

The ?Buzz Off" ad suggests they out of town, see new places,

read the travel features for id s, etc." "Wise Up" tells readerbs

"Don't be the last on your block to know what's going on. Have

witty; insightful things to'say at cookouts, business luncheons,
. .

even in conversations with your spouse..."57
I -

The Growth of Escapism -

The desire to be entertained by the media ranks high for

all ages and levels of media users.58 As Yankelovich indicated in
a

its study, this entertainment is a form of escapism from the rigors

of daily life.59 Efforts by newspapers to provide this escapism

have Come in the form of .increased feature and ente tainment

coverage, and more space dedicated to leisure, c is and hobbies.

For example, IRT Editor Larry Allison otedleveral national

studies and itp -own in-house research that have'indicated sub-
.

scription and B e-sales increases_as much as 20% occur when a

1
, ..../ Y

57"Readership Project promotional aus seek. daily readers.".
Presstime, Dedember 198Q, p. 31.

(58Lee e: Erik L. Collinss.and Jeffrey W. Fruit;
?Personal Moti ations and Newspaper )Readership." ANPA News Research.
Report, No. 26. (Washington, D.C.s American Newspaper Publishers
Association, May023, it), pp. 6, 8.

1 I

59gankelovich, "Tracking the Attitudes...," ANPA News Research.
Report, No. 20, p. 3.
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television'guide in a small booklet format is included in a news-

,paper. "Many people, it has been shr, buy the newspaper just

for the television guide." The IgT will belmitchini from a tabloid

magazine (currently) to a smallbooklet guide, early in 1981.60

Second, Allison hopes to coltinue to expand coverage of

leisure time, hobbies and travel activities in response to internal

reseprch that ranked these categories very high in reader interest.

The Times has done much 4f,the same 127 expanding its Home,

,s View and Calendar sections to print more in-depth feature material.

The Herald Examinsee Jim Bellows, explains theyerald's

approach,

The journalist's required talent is creation of interest.
the best way for us to go about this is to write about people...

how the news'affects them, involves them, and makes them feel.
The public's circuits are overloaded; they want to reduce their
areas of'concern. We have got to help the me-decade reader
who is hungry for information that will help him or her right
now, to do something, or be something, or very simply, that
will interest him and her. We have worked mightily to cut bagk
en issue stories for more human, personalldramatic storieb.61

. The rising popularity and expansiantof the Sunday paper its

.
also an indication of this trend toward increased entertainment

coverage, All of the newspapers studied Mel significantly higher

Sunday circulations and readers4p,than daily.

One recent study` indicates, "Tile Sum* newspaper is highly

C".

elr. le

popular with readetb, most of whom turn to :.t looking not only for

news and advertising, but also for away to. relax and pass the

time.1162

&Ointerviewinterview with Larry Allison, December 8, 1980.
e,

62Jim Bellows, "Update on Herald Examiner."

62 , . . .
. '

.

kbuilArIIViispaper I foe reading and reining." Presstime,

0 ctober, 1960 , JP!' 32.
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A) all four newspapers studied, Sunday e4itions have ex-
.

panded greatly over the past fivegearq, according to the in-

dividuals interviewed. Gordon Phillips of the Los An eles Times(

statea "Our Sunday paper is a wly to catchup on the weekend what

you may have missed during the week. The people have a little

more time to devote to it, and they enjoy the relaxation. They

especially like our in-depth feature content."63

Graphic Cars 4

The popularity of televisiorilits created an audience in-

creasingly sensitive to and sophisticated in video graphics. Jim

'Bellows offers the following caution to newspipers:

I used to think newspapers could do it all with smart,zippy
design and color, ictures. But I learned better! Color TV

has invaded'every home with perfectbregister. And TV news
is boundlto get better and better.Q't

41*

Even though newspapers cannot possibly match the graphic

quality of television, they

their design to becomeomore

Newspaper design consultant,

have madegreat 'strides in mode ing

. f .

attractive and'aPpealing to readers.

Roger Fidler, stateS0hat newspapers

must "adjust to changing markets and heightenedicompetition; re-
.

sponding to a world where visual expectations are escalating-- -

with Beethoven on T-shirts and.Gloria Yanderbilt on th_ backi of

blue jeans---not to mention color televisi W0,3

6-I1.nterview with Gordon Phill
Los Angele's Times, March 2411980.

64

ps, Director of Promotion's,

Jim Bellows, "Update on Herald Examiner."

6$

44

-.--
oger F. Fidler,

f

a give the reader a better

newspaper?" Newspaper Design Notie ook, September/October, 1979, p. 4.
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. j The graphic change in three of the/four newspapers studied

has been.quite.extensive. The Register converted to a more stream-

41ned, bold, modern look, adding a second color in early 1978. The
;46

Herald Examiner converted to _its present style about the same time.

The IET made its change in mid-1978. The

modernizing formatS, making the papers eas

the papers more interesting graphically

white space, color, rules, 4,tc.).

efforts were centered aro #d

ier to read, and making

reasing photos, line art,

...A

The Times lagged begind the other papers until earlier this

year when it introduced a new body and headline type. The grapiac Alge

was not earthshaking, but Tides officials say that it improves the

clarity;and readability of the pews and feature pages, and has a

fliora contemporary and modular loo
66

Marketin -Ori nted Chan as
r

One of the most interesting hanges that has taken place in

the iidu try.in recent years is an increased emphasis on marketing

research, a subject reviewed-in the first section of this paper:

Although newspapers have relied for years on national consultation and

publication services for demographic research data, and they still do

to a great extent, the need to be informed about the local audience
.A

reading habits, lifestyles and itychographics has given rise to

increased interest in locally oriented and locally generated market

research, often conducted or managed by the newspaper staff Itself,

with the help of marketing research firms for data compilation and

'66"L.A. Times introduces new body type." Editor & Publisher,

. August 07, p. 15.,

33
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analysis" Three of the local papers---the Register, the IPT, and

the Herald Examiner did not have marketing research departments

prior to 1978. What market research was conducted prior to that

'
year was done mainly for advertiser demographics and had little or

nothing to dc with editorial content. Research was conducted by

outside consulting firms entirely. In 1978, corresponding with_other

changes in management, all three departments were established.

Further, two of the papers, the IPT and the Register, qxpanded_the

availability of their data from the advertising and marketing departments

alone, to many daitorial and managerial staff levels throughout their

companies. Monthly, and often bi-weekly meetings are now held bel-yeen

market researchers, editors and managers, so that a good perspective

of the market may be gained by management personnel for their dak-to-
.

-day and long-term product decision making.
67

8

The Los Angeles Times Research Department was somewhat of a

, bellwether in the field since it has been in existence- for over -2a

years. However, prior to 1975, much of the research concentrated on

compiling demographic data for advertising salesand for the market

position of the product itself., Very little was related to audience

...

-
- research for editorial'oie'product purposes, except for an qn -going

Reader Panel which constantly measured responses to the product's

content, usefulness, attractiveness, etc. The'Panel results,Thowever,

were usld mainly for resource material for advertisersLterested in

readership of a particular section. ' However, according to sail

Hyland, Ad Sales Research Manager, much of,this changed in the late

67Interviews with Marketing personnel at the IPT, Herald
Examiner'and the Register.

3S
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70s when they began to place an'increased emphasis on editorial

research, and the editorial staff began to request several specificf 0'
7

studies related. to product readership And preference. Hyland es-

timates that the Times still spends, 85%* theiir time on advertiser -

oriented
.

research, "because advertigers use it :the most."
68.

The other three newspapers divide their time between advertising

and editorial fuKtions with adveitising receiving .approximately 75%

of their. staff support in terms of time devoted to each area. Both'

the IPT and the Register indicated.a desire to have editorial research

constitute at least 30-40A of tfteir research in the near fAture. Other

areas af.i.esearch include that done for circulation and promotion

purposes, constituting 10% _staff ime, respectively.

I,' Additional Areas of Change .

The changes briefly discussed in this section reflect some of

*the areas of value change4escribed in Section Two of this paper.

There are many more, too ndmerous to mention in a paper such as.this,

with a limited, page length and scope. Some of these additional
-'")" 4

changes are; the evolution Of Attie women's pages, increased publication
".

of digest versions of books, an increase in serialized articles, and
u

an increase in sports-oriented coverage. The list could go on, but,

I will instead conclude,41eavingthese additional areas for

future studies.

4

-90

nte view with Gail Hyland, Ad Sales Res'earch. Manager; Los

Angeles Time' March 24, 1980.

4

.1

a
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., The newspa e of tomorrow will reflect even better knowledge
of kis e ...we must use research"to reach readers with

-what" y wag , and serve he with what they °tight to.have, t

,
and. satisfy them with what they deserve to have. The reader

* , sap studies of tommrowc will be tools, not rules. We will'
-, use them.to edit ottrnewspapiirs so that they more completely.

..,

reflect out' communities. We will use them so our newspapers
will be Or evebyone, not .just ane.small group or another.,
fithe days of editors editinglprthemselves are over: The

7 readers have demanded more than that, and the irspapers that..
,.t. will 'succeed will be those which deliver more: Y .

.

r

11

Indeed-, today's do seem to bedelivering more,4
A

orarelat least onthe- road t
.

': have been broad and sweeping (e.g. graphic renovation; regionali-
. A

If uttion of-news-v9ntent; creation of special sections whblly devoted
.

..- e ' %

' .. tb leAvor, and/Or segmented audience interests). Other changes
. .,

doing so. Some of the changes :*

tic

r-

4.
.

'ire been.Rdre suiDtle (e.g. refinement ofltabie3of corltents;
-, '

inc eigNs.in news, brief sections; changes in women s coverage,'

"4. * ,I.L.Ypecti.nalization; .and increases itil'keatitie and en ertainment
a4

d

" matepls).

..

I

In addition o changes in ilanIgnt, the management and'market-
.

A 1-

-. 4 i 40. '- .

.

.

\,(ing.techniques of 'newspapers have changed aiyell. Most metro-
,

poiitin amp. newspaperspollutiiize market research as an tn:.

.1 .. =

. tegral decisiodimaking tool in the day....to-day management of their
4.

new6Papers. Furtheri many papers not only .utilize outside research,
.

a

.-1 .
,

....

I
t

t .

69 .

AUDI 4..,Neuh h4 "Future,Directioris in American'
Newspaperse° Vital Speeches 4.5 (letbruary 11 1979)1254 255. ,

%.
.v

- ,

k( t

361

414 t

*

.
.

-
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but have established internal autonomous research departments

will, to monitor the change taking place in the communities

whic 'they serve.

. e marketing of the newspaper has also changed_ as owners ----;

#4
. -...A

.

seek the est pos le
'

ositioning for their product in a fiercely

.

J_____---

competitive medi ironment. Instead of editing a newspaper

geared to a homogenous mass population, newspapers are increasingly

.tailoring their prodmts for a wide variety or highly specialized

,

audienceq.

Most

relatively
. .

.

of these changes (with a few exceptions) have happened

r4cetly, within the past three-to-five years. 'They

.4 have taken place in response to a changing Marketplaae, and changes
; 4 1

in the ;values and lifestyles of media users.

This paper has -attempted to :tracethese trends in content ,

and management styles.and tb show how these changes are related

to and brought about by shifting:American values -

Although the cause-effect relationships cenitained'in this
1ft

NIP ,

payer are by no means the only explanations for the changes taking '
.../- r ,,

place, in the newspaper industry&J do think they are vr,e117supported ''

, .

-
.

and rthy of condiderati on and further
)

e xp lo ration.

. ' N
T i f 2

Suggestions, for furter Study,
) ,'-'

I
4 1" 1

S

.-There are, of course, several stones left Un9rned in,i
o

- t
a a

' limited re arch project ot-this sort. 'for example,ithe'Los Angeles
1. I 3

matket is a metropolitan area posing,spepific
s

papers that mask not be duplicated'anywhth /lse

oblemd /or hews=
t

in the nation.

How widely spread are the, changes discussed in this paper? Are
4 ,

c*,

3.0
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they indeed nationwide? A more in -depth national study of,tie

sort accomplished in this project would yield some very valuable

data. A questionnaire approach might also be useful in measuring

Lationwide trends,. Surveying newspaper management nationwide.. .

.About.their marketing, research functions and their use of marketing

research data might yield some excellent data'to further support

the idea of a nationwide trend.'

Further,,even though industry leaders talk of changes in

newspapers, how many changes have actually taken plaoe? To study
.4...

.

..t

. this question, perhaps a content analysis of a random sample of,'

newspapers nationwide from 1975 to 1980+ would be possible, ppoviding
_

,a statistical basis for the 'conclusions.reached in this paper. Also,

some reader studies to determine the success of recent changes in

newspapers would also be warranted: Because oi' limited funds and

I. v.

Won*,

it time, the newspapers I studied did-not always follow up their changds

with an u'efActs" survey, and I think this would be crucial if we

want to see if newspapers are indeed meeting the needs of their readers
.

'through these changes. Of course -circulation and advertising in:

creases could be .one measuge of the success of thepe changes.

The study is a fascinating and complex one, with m any possible

'd..rections. It is also an important one, for in the throes of rapid

change, newspapers have been strugg ling.to survive in a media,

saturat d. society. To compdte well, tp survive 'profitably, they ,need

, to continually monitor social change,and respond to it with a

--marketable-produ4. 0

er



POSTSCRIPT,

A - aP

When I began.this paper, I began with a. caution to the

red--"To studs- describe and document changes in social
4

valued is like tryingto study the wind.." Well, I have just
.

encountered what might bei example of the wind_ 41 motion.

As I completed work on this paper, I sat back and reflected

.w-f.th a deep. satisfaction and, ease dt accompliihment, an the monumental

:task I h ad just-9omplete4... felt V,had researched; studied,

analyzed and synthesized"

period, ending Up' with ayell-su

g rican values over a 30-year
1. 6,

m

$nted'vvothesis that -Valued
2 .

4-4.ar

. had, indeed, shifted to .a:belf-tcenteied, "me generation" approach.-
.i --.. '

I then traced the resultUot.liis self- ,centered society on the
,,- . --" .

.7. , 1.. $
%

, - .

change in content and mafiakement st/ies of newspapers. It made a
. . . :

.

.nice, tight 'little pacirge, un174...
.

...3." ',* 4 .

. .
. '

Until I decided t6.9,netmb e review a few 'pieces, of litera-
.

r .

1
.

.

ture I had shove way on my sh -for prther reading. In the

becetber 3, 1979 issue of ertis A e boldly, displayed in
.

,
. ,

black type on,the Features page.was this headlines 'Prom

'Mei.Decade to 'We' Decade." In the article, an advertising agency
,

vice president, Robert ,Rees, suggests that the eighties will
1.4

bring a change from self-centeredness to collective activity.

He says, . .p0* 6*
..-.

...We hay.klapund.that our decade;bong march to find ourselvps
wasn't weVIvtha trek. Out of Alf interest and for protection
we are de', loping an antithesis to the "Me Decade." This anti-

, thesis mar be the We Decade, a security through 'dollective acts,

a return) to ;the nest or hive.. 6 ,

.
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As a result of this change;btees says, America will see a grqater

desire for strong leadership, renewed zeal, for nationalism, a

'wider appeal for generic (20-name) brands, and a stress on

marketing products based on their ability to help one be-more

;Oocihlly acceptable. He stateqp,"One of Clairolthemes, vrt.
. ,

. lets me be me,' -was perfect for the 'Me Decade.' The We Decade

1

won't.want,tothear this and rather will want to hear, 'It letp
*. .

...,, you be accepted.'"

-Interesting world we live in. Just when we think we've

gained a valuable perspective and insight, things change, and

we have to start our work over
0

But I won't redefine my work yet. After sprching through

additional publications, I've not found any material to substantiate

Mr.aees' projections. Of course, that's not to say it isn't

there...

!.
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